
Sixth Sunday after Pentecost 3 (7/17/22) 

 There are many times that we hunger; there are many times that we need to be filled. 

there are many ways in which we can be filled.  In the Gospel,  Jesus does a miracle for a crowd 

of hungry persons, and also points to the pattern of our worship in the Eucharist.  Why does our 

Lord use the image of a meal as the backdrop upon which to overlay the miraculous spiritual 

feeding that He provides us?  Perhaps because we understand bodily feeding.  We understand the 

sensation of hunger that tells us very clearly that we need something, we feel the ache of hunger 

in our bodies and long for it to be satisfied.  We also know that when we eat that need is satisfied 

quickly, that pang is hushed, and we are aware that a change has happened.  The act of eating to 

relieve hunger is used by Jesus to give us a reference point to understand that when He feeds us 

spiritually our spiritual hunger can be as easily satisfied. 

 We are fairly familiar with the feelings that signal to us that we are bodily hungry, but we 

may be less aware of the feelings that indicate that we are spiritually hungry.  We may not be 

fully aware of the sensation of imbalance, frustration, anxiety, and restlessness that signals a 

spiritual hunger.   Although we know what it is like to feel the ache of bodily hunger, we may be 

less aware of the ache that we feel in our heart for the Lord.  The sensation and ache of bodily 

hunger tells us that we needs something - and for that sensation we know the cure.  The sensation 

and ache of spiritual hunger also tells us we need something - and that sensation is not so simple 

to cure.  Bodily hunger can be cured by consumption of nourishment coming from the goods of 

the earth.  Spiritual hunger cannot be satisfied by these created things, we cannot simply take 

some good of the earth and apply it to ourself and cure the hunger.   If we try to fill that spiritual 

hunger with the things of the earth, the ache remains.  We may be tempted to cure spiritual 

hunger by increasing pleasurable activities - which may be a good in their own place and in 

moderation - but this does not satisfy the underlying hunger.  Spiritual hunger can only be 

satisfied by the Lord Himself, and only by the special supernatural gifts that He provides. 

 This is what Jesus shows us in the feeding of the multitude.   If the disciples relied only 

on their own resources, and tried to distribute the bread themselves, there would have been a lot 

of hungry people on that hillside.  If they though that they could satisfy an immense need with 

the puny things at their disposal, the hunger would have remained.  Just so, if we think that we 



can take from our own worldly resources and our own efforts alone and satisfy the spiritual 

hunger within us - hunger meant to be filled by the infinite God - then we are fooling ourselves.  

Such a hunger is beyond our power to cure - as it was beyond the power of the disciples alone to 

feed the vast multitude.  It is only when our efforts and resources are placed into the hands of 

Jesus that He transforms them into what will satisfy this impossibly larger hunger. 

 This is where this story points to the Last Supper.  After the reading incident, the Apostles 

understood that there is a vast and incalculable hunger that needs to be satisfied, they began to 

see that human effort alone it is not able to cure it.  In their witnessing that Jesus has the power to 

fill an impossibly large hunger Jesus prepares them for what is to come - and in the Last Supper 

that follows, Jesus sets the pattern for worship and satisfaction.  Bringing the sacrifices of the 

Old Testament to fulfillment, Jesus offers Himself for our salvation, and then offers Himself to 

us for our nourishment.  At the Mass we become present to the great sacrifice of Jesus Christ, 

and then He turns to feed us as He did the multitude on that hillside.  Only now not with earthly 

loaves, but the bread of angles; not with destructible good of the earth, but with His own Sacred 

Body and Blood - the impossibly large hunger, which can only be filled by the presence of the 

living God, is filled with just that - the presence of the Living God in Holy Communion.   How 

hungry we would remain after this Mass if because of our sinful attempts at curing our spiritual 

hunger we make ourselves unworthy to receive communion and thereby separate ourselves from 

the very food that can satisfy our spiritual hunger.  How sad we would be if because of our sin 

the graces of the Sacrament are withheld from us.  How blessed are we when we cleanse 

ourselves in Confession and prepare to receive worthily.  How joyful we can be that the presence 

of the Lord takes up its dwelling within us and nourishes us. 

 We have a bodily hunger that we can satisfy, and a spiritual hunger that we need the Lord 

to satisfy.  Being aware of the signs of the Spiritual hunger, conforming our lives to the point that 

the Divine Presence can dwell within us extinguishes the pangs of spiritual hunger.  This is the 

beginning of the way to satisfy the longing in our hearts, the means to sate the ache in our soul, 

and the pathway to be transformed so that we will never hunger again. 


